SAN QUENTIN PRISON GATES CLOSE ON McNAMARAS
John J. Assumes Martyr's Air---Younger Brother Grows Bitter

THE MCMARARA BROTHERS ON BOARD THE CAROLIN: AS THEY APPROACHED THE GRIM WALLS OF SAN QUENTIN

On the night in the group of men in Sheriff Hamilton of Los Angeles, according to the main purpose of the operation, on the extreme night of the photograph. Next to Hamilton is John J. McNamara, who is sentenced to fifteen years in prison, and on the left his man with the hat is James H. McNamara, who is looking at the place where it is all probability he will spend the remainder of his life.

GASES IN MINE DELAY SEARCH FOR 100 DEAD
Rescue Force Overcome After Penetrating Two Miles to Gas Overooms

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 11.--In the course of the search in the mine in which 100 miners were believed to have been killed by a gas explosion, four men were overcome by gas and were returned to the surface in an unconscious state.

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 11.--Two rescuers who entered the mine to search for the bodies of 100 miners who were believed to have been killed by a gas explosion were overcome by gas and are in a critical condition.

WOMAN KILLED TO SILENCE EVIL TALK
Warning to Keep Still or Suffer Big Office Structures Manned by Force Blaze, Which Attracts Crowd

DOWNTOWN FIRE THREATENS RUIN

A fire that started in an office building on Market Street is now threatening the entire block and may involve the entire business district. The fire, which started in an office building on Market Street, is now threatening the entire block and may involve the entire business district.

STEAMER CHARTERED AT PORT COSTA FOR FINAL LAP OF TRIP

Heavy Guard Surrenders Men at Pier of Penitentiary; Warden Escorts Them Within Walls and Assigns One Cell for Both

JAMES H. McNAMARA admitted to the San Quentin penitentiary and his brother, John J. McNamara, a former captain of the San Francisco police force, admitted to the San Quentin penitentiary. The latter is a former captain of the San Francisco police force.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dec. 11.--The McNamara brothers, sheriffs of Crawford and one of the men, were the only suspects in the case.

BANDIT IS KILLED BY MAN ATTACKED

Companion of Thug Flies After Struggle in Apartment House Vestibule

RACING AUTO KILLS DRIVER OF WAGON

Attempt to Beat Time Record in Run Around City Ends in Tragedy

The McNamara brothers, between Sheriff Hamilton and one of the men, were the only suspects in the case. The McNamara brothers, between Sheriff Hamilton and one of the men, were the only suspects in the case.